RELENTLESS
10

REASONS TO
JOIN US

All centered
around you
Giving you 121% support to grow your
business.

PLUS
Our
Marketing
Plan

This packet is to answer questions you may have about who
CENTURY21 Preferred Realty is and how our strategic plan has
brought us success.
You may have questions like:
How are you going to help me grow my business?
What does C21 Preferred Realty do differently from the rest?
How will my business fit into the company culture?
Our experiences have proven to drive success even in the toughest
markets. We are relentless in our passion to support our agents and
help them take their business to the next level.
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CONVENIENT & STRESS FREE
Highly skilled sales and marketing
professionals are our strongest
asset. You have support from your
listing appointment to closing your
propety.

CONNECTED
We partner with a lot of
professionals.
From
lending
company to cleaning crew we are
connected.

PARTNERSHIP
We believe transparency and a
fun work culture is important. We
keep you in the loop and treat
each other like family.

TECHNOLOGY
We use advanced technology to
market your property ensuring
your listing is easily viewed by
potential buyers

MARKETING
Century 21 Preferred employs an in
house marketing team to create
impactful materials and deploy
them to a strategic, targeted
audience .
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BE IN BUSINESS FOR
YOURSELF... BUT NOT BY
YOURSELF
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Wherever your business may
take you, you're close to
home.

RESPECT

EXPERIENCED

4

Everything we touch turns
into SOLD.

4 LOCATIONS AND
GROWING

We have a team that's ready
to give you 121%.

CENTURY21, is the most
respected brand in the
industry.

SOLD

From residential to
commercial we've got you
covered. We have in house
experts to help you every
step of the way.

www.C21P.com

What is kvCORE?
kvCORE is a cloud-based real estate platform developed for use by real estate brokers. It aids with
generating high-quality leads and tracking the sales pipeline until purchase. Users can access the
platform on all web-enabled devices including mobile phones, computers, and tablets.
kvCORE integrates lead generation and marketing tools and offers landing page creation, listing
videos, squeeze pages, and more for modern real estate brokerages. It makes use of Facebook, Google
PPC, and other lead channels to help users gather high-quality leads and allows businesses to share
content such as blogs and videos on social media to gain a wider reach. kvCORE also has a Smart CRM
(customer relationship management) that handles lead-generation along with the user’s sphere of
influence.
kvCORE allows users to share real estate listings on the channels of their choice and send the most
appropriate listings to prospective clients. It can be integrated with platforms such as Brokermint,
Dotloop, Skyslope and more to display all business-related insights on a single screen. It also has a
marketing autopilot for intelligent follow-up on leads.

www.C21P.com

Want to try our tools? Request
a guest pass. Scan here: ---->

SINGLE SIGN ON PLATFORM
C21 PREFERRED NETWORK
A CENTRALIZED DATABASE

DATA
BASE

A NETWORK FOR EVERYTHING

MARKETING

Digital
Marketing
Real estate in the digital age

PLUS OUR MARKETING PLAN

Digital
Marketing

Digital marketing includes all marketing efforts that use
the internet or an electronic device. Businesses will
utilize various digital channels to reach their consumers,
including mobile devices, social media, search engines,
email, and other channels.

REAL ESTATE IN THE
DIGITAL AGE

Social media and watching video content are the
two most popular online activities.
On average, 46% of users act after viewing a video
ad.
Over 51% of smartphone users have found new
brands or products while searching from their mobile
device.
80% of consumers will remember a video ad they
viewed in the past 30 days.
37% of online shoppers report using social media for
inspiration when they’re ready to make a purchase.

THE HOME BUYING PROCESS BY GENERATION
.
When it came to the different generations, searching online was still key in their home buying process with 98% of
older Millennials searching on online websites compared to 89% of older Boomers and 72% of the Silent
Generation. There really was a difference when you compare their first steps in the home buying process as 47% of
Gen Xers looked online for properties for sale, 29% of the Silent Generation contacted a real estate agent first, and
26% of older and younger Millennials talked with a friend or relative.

OUR MARKETING STRATEGY
DIGITAL MARKETING

DIGITAL HOME
PORTFOLIO

SOCIAL
AMPLIFICATION

Digital Marketing Copies
Social Ready Posts
SEO Keywords
Trending Hashtags
Unique Property Site

Organic Social Posts
Website Inclusion
KV Core Lead Gen
Paid Targeted Ads

CENTURY 21
DIGITAL
Your home will be listed in the
CENTURY21 system with SEO.
The C21 website receives over 1.3
million unique visitors a month

TRADITIONAL MARKETING

LISTING
COLLATERAL
Showcase your home through
visually impacting traditional
listing materials:
Postcards
Flyers
Highlights

AMPLIFICATION

MISC

Email Drip Campaign
Email Blast
Targeted Mailer
C21 Sign on Property

Newsletter Inclusion
Home Guide
In-house Marketing Director

PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

A picture is worth a thousand words! Professional real estate photography
makes a measurable difference in the selling power of a listing. Therefore,
CENTURY21 Preferred provides professional photography on all its listings.

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEOGRAPHY
Real estate videography can help your
home stand out. A virtual tour of your
home will entice buyers to come see it in
person. CENTURY21 Preferred Realty
offers a professional videographer on
certain listings to help the home sell.

Marketing
For You

You sell your listing...we'll sell you
When it comes to marketing and advertising, we're always looking for the best ways to connect
you with buyers and sellers.
We recognize that marketing is at the core of what you do every day, so our tools help to make
marketing yourself simple and effective. Whether it's print, digital, social, radio or outdoor, we've
done the hard work of designing distinctive, customizable, attention-grabbing ads so that you can
utilize what we have done on a national level in your local advertising. Now you can focus on what
you do best.
We offer our agents:
Free Marketing support
Personalized website and lead generation tools
Access to 21 Online - a productivity portal to create your professional presentations and social
media content at no cost
Social Media scheduling and content creation
Free Dotloop access
A cloud based phone system to take your calls whenever, wherever YOU are.
A dedicated support team to help your business grow

Support From Our Team

Professional
Headshot

IT'S TIME TO JOIN

You’ve heard the buzz. You’ve seen the systems, resources and support. Benefit
from the CENTURY21 Preferred Realty brand to help build the business of your
dreams.
When you affiliate with CENTURY21 Preferred Realty, you become a part of
something much bigger than a name. You become part of a community of driven,
entrepreneurial-minded professionals like yourself across multiple disciplines –
from real estate, business and property management to marketing, media and
technology – all of whom are relentlessly focused on enabling your success.
Are you ready?

SCAN TO JOIN NOW

